
CPD AUGUST 2020
August has flown by us once more, and our Summer has passed with the 
blink of an eye. Let’s have a look at what has been going on behind the 
scenes...

1,107 Birthday messages sent!

942 Mortgage Anniversarys sent!

1,086 Mortgage countdown emails sent

 142 6 Month 
 225 5 Month 
 201 4 Month 
 180 3 Month 
 197 2 Month 
 141  1 Month

The most popular click on these emails is no surprise, it’s the feefo link! 
Which means that people are educating themselves on our amazing 5 star 
2019 award winning service, this will be helping you with your retention.

PRIVACY SETTINGS 
You can control what a client receives by adjusting their privacy settings on 
the Knowledg Hub. Simply go to Tools and scroll down to Opt Out. 
 
From here, you complete the fields and choose to either unsubscribe in full 
or, just the countdown emails. I would recommend unsubscribing from the 
countdown emails everytime you submit remortgage business for an  
existing client, this will prevent unnecesary reminders being sent.

AUTOCRM compliments your current retention strategy. Even if you have 
it all in hand, these emails simply supports your hard work and contributes 
towards your chances of securing the repeat business. 
 
GETTING THE BEST OUT OF AUTOCRM 
My top tips to get the best out of this system are:

 Enter email addresses on The Key 

 Enter seperate emails for both applicants 

 Use their personal email account as these typically last longer. 

 Use the name you would use to address them i.e. Dan over Daniel

If you have any questions, please speak to Mark or your Sales Manager.M
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COMPLIANCE NEWS 15/20 (FCA CHEAPEST PRODUCT)

This latest rule change from the FCA has now been implemented and it 
shouldn’t feel like anything new to us as it very much follows our own existing 
“justification of lender” rules where we need you to recommended the most 
appropriate deal, and explain why similar cheaper deals were discounted.

[At the time of print] Mortgage Brain still have not changed our mortgage 
sourcing output display to that which we require, and so we are sorry for any 
confusing and unfamiliar columns you are currently seeing.  

And because the FCA’s “cheapest rule” calculation doesn’t include the cost 
of valuation fees, legal fees and cashback, we require you to continue to 
source by “total to pay over x period including fees excluding ERC” as we feel 
this is the true cheapest cost.  However, where you choose to add the lender 
arrangement/product fee to the loan, then this will skew your Mortgage Brain 
results under the “total to pay” heading.  This is because the fee isn’t actually 
being paid in full during the introductory period of say two or five years, but 
interest on that fee is included.  We have requested that Mortgage Brain  
include a further column which takes into account the fee in the  
introductory period where this is added to the loan – but we are unsure if or 
when this will be delivered.

You will also see that we have included a number of different scenarios  
under the “Reason for Lender” section in your MRWLs.  Please ensure that 
you take some time to add additional supportive statements to this section 
of your RWL to help justify the lender you have recommended.

If you have any concerns regarding this topic, then please do refresh yourself 
of the information contained within the Compliance News and/or speak with 
Pete or your Sales Manager.

Justifying your “reason for lender”

Further to changes around the FCA’s cheapest product, the key thing is to 
ensure that your record on The Key not only explains why you have  
recommended that lender, but that it also explicitly says why any cheaper 
lenders were discounted.  For instance, recommending a lender because 
“they will assess your income based on your salary plus retained profit” is  
insufficient without going on to say that the cheaper lenders would not  
assess your income on this basis, and they would therefore lend an  
insufficient amount. 

If you are in any doubt at all about whether you are sufficiently covering off 
the Reason (or justification) For Lender on your file, please do refer your 
case(s) to your Sales Manager as we’ll be happy to review your Notes and 
RWL and provide feedback.

COMPLIANCE NEWS 16/20 (MANDATORY RECORD-KEEPING CHECKS)
A reminder that we have certain advice types where we wish to check 100% 
of cases, but the MI from The Key doesn’t prompt us to check the case.  We 
therefore require Advisers to tell us when you have advised on any of the 
following so that we can check your advice: Lifetime mortgages, RIO  
mortgages, Whole of Life, Relevant Life Plans, Business Protection and PMI.

https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/3921B4E91840B9682540EF23F30FEDED
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COMPLIANCE NEWS 17/20 (RECORDING CPD) 
A reminder that we are 2/3rds of the way through the year and so you 
should have completed at least ten hours of insurance CPD, plus roughly 
the same amount of mortgage CPD too.

COMPLIANCE NEWS 18/20 (PORTING AND ERCS) 
A reminder to evidence your calculation to demonstrate the cost saving of 
your recommended product where either the porting of a product, or the 
payment or ERCs, is involved.  We require this calculation to be added to 
the Notes section of The Key, plus you will then need to select the most  
appropriate porting paragraph when creating your Mortgage RWL.

FCA FORBEARANCE PLAN FOR THE END OF PAYMENT HOLIDAYS 
In a bid to protect the credit worthiness of individuals who have utilised, or 
are still using the mortgage payment holiday scheme which ends on 31st  
October, the FCA has outlined how lenders should treat clients who still 
remain in financial difficulty.  They have provided a range of measures that 
lenders can take to help such individuals.

VULNERABLE CLIENTS. 
Protecting vulnerable clients is obviously of paramount importance, yet 
we have a very small number of cases on The Key where we have  
indicated that one of the clients is indeed vulnerable.  We mention this 
because the FCA have “protecting vulnerable people during the mortgage 
process” high on their agenda.  

Prior to Covid-19 it was reported that just under half (46%) of UK adults  
displayed one or more characteristics that fall under the four drivers of 
vulnerability.  This is a surprisingly high number, and I’m sure it will have 
increased further since the outbreak of the pandemic.  The four key drivers 
which may increase the risk of vulnerability are:

1.  Heath. Those conditions which affect the ability to carry out  
day-to-day tasks

2.  Life events. Such as bereavement, job loss or relationship  
breakdown

3.  Resilience. Low ability to withstand financial or emotional shocks

4.  Capability. Low knowledge of financial matters or low confidence 
in managing money, or in other areas such as literacy or digital skills.

We are highlighting this because we are sure that everyone wants to be 
considering and understanding of the needs of vulnerable customers, and 
taking extra measures where necessary.  Sometimes these extra  
measures are as simple as making a subsequent call to a client just to 
make sure they have understood what has just been agreed.

In the equity release space, where client vulnerability is more obvious, 
there are lenders providing lengthy vulnerability training.  We are  
currently seeking a more suitable form of training which can be rolled out 
to all Advisers and Administrators, but in the meantime if you feel you 
have a vulnerable client and you are unsure of the approach to take to help 
mitigate any increased risks, then please do discuss the matter with either 
Pete, or Richard.

 
 

https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/745ADE0D07B75E4C2540EF23F30FEDED
https://financeplanninggroup.createsend1.com/t/ViewEmail/i/6272D6FFA24EC3DB2540EF23F30FEDED


OUR NEW LOOK PROTECTION PANEL !!!

Please have a good look at the fifteen insurers listed below… 

 
This is our new look protection panel (excluding GI).  Yes, we now have three 
new insurers, to add to our existing panel of twelve.  

Two key things to note.  Firstly, we are currently in the process or arranging 
agencies for you all regarding British Friendly, Shepherds Friendly and Unum.  
And secondly, this improved panel now also brings us improved commission 
terms for two of our existing insurers, Canada Life and Guardian.

We will let you know as soon as we have agency details for these new  
insurers, and we’ll also be circulating a new “protection commission  
calculator” showing the new insurers and the enhanced terms from  
Canada Life and Guardian.

As soon as we are live with British Friendly, Shepherds Friendly and Unum 
I’m sure webinar type training will be available on their product offerings and 
USPs. 

LIFE COVER CLAIM. 
It is never nice to hear of a client who dies prematurely, but when they do it 
is a mighty relief if they accepted our recommendations concerning their 
protection needs.  Sarah Hope has just lost a client who, in his 30s, has  
tragically died in a motorcycle accident.  He leaves behind a wife and two 
young children (aged 3 and 6).  Thankfully, Sarah arranged sufficient cover 
to repay their mortgage, plus the rented element of their shared ownership 
mortgage, plus an additional lump sum courtesy of a small £30k CIC policy.  
Well done Sarah, and for the rest of us, lets ensure that we have at least given 
all of our client’s the opportunity to say no to protection.
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AIG.  WEBINARS. 
AIG are running webinars on what it means for Advisers to incorporate 
health and wellbeing services into the advice process.

AVIVA. CIC TOOLS AND WEBINAR. 
Aviva are simplifying their CIC policies and they have Adviser webinars to  
explain these changes, plus an array of client literature and client-facing 
videos available on their website.

L&G.  CLAIMS DATA ON INCOME PROTECTION. 
L&G paid out over £1 million in Income Protection claims last year, and the 
top three claims were:

33% musculoskeletal

17% cancer

12% mental health

LV=.  FIB SALES ANGLE. 
On the back of releasing their new Family Income Benefit policy, LV would 
like to remind us that this product provides ideal cover for “child  
maintenance payments”.  And with some 2.4 million separated families in 
the UK, half of which have a child maintenance order in place, this does  
present plenty of sales opportunities.

SCOTTISH WIDOWS.  TRUSTS WEBINAR. 
Scot Wids are running 45 minute webinars on Trusts, incorporating a  
background refresher and the different types of trust to use.

ZURICH. 90 DAYS. 
Clients who have cover accepted with Zurich have 90 days of guaranteed 
terms before a policy can be started, but this can now be extended by a  
further 90 days if you request this extension within 85 days of Zurich’s  
acceptance terms.  Essentially giving up to 180 days to now implement  
cover

AVIVA.  TENET PROTECTION TOOLS. 
Aviva are the latest insurer to focus on tenants and the importance of  
ensuring they have access to the same type of protection advice as 
home-owners.  Aviva have a new Tenant Protection Hub which can be found 
on their website to help us with our conversations to tenants.  This is a great 
opportunity on the back of arranging a BTL mortgage.

FCA,  INSURERS AND PREMIUM PAYMENT HOLIDAYS. 
This scheme, for eligible policyholders, has been extended to 31st October 
2020, and insurers have been asked by the Regulator to be sympathetic to 
the needs of their customers to prevent many policies from lapsing.

PROTECTION CPD.  
All insurers are providing webinars on their products and services.  Please 
refer to your emails for forthcoming live or prerecorded webinars for more 
details. Most webinars last just 30 minutes and so please ensure you  
maintain or refresh your knowledge by attending an array of these online 
training sessions.  The IPTF and Protection Guru websites are great for  
topping up your CPD too.  PR
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With a daily flurry of changing LTVs & LTIs etc, here are just a few alternative 
snippets of lender and market updates for you. 

UNITED TRUST BANK.  NEW LENDER TO OUR PANEL. 
UTB are the latest lender to join our panel.  They have many USPs concerning 
cases which might otherwise fail with high street lenders.  Please refer to Dan 
Maskell’s email on 6th August for full details of their offering. 

COVENTRY.  INTEREST ONLY CRITERIA. 
This lender will now accommodate residential Interest Only applications.  
Whilst there is a no minimum income, there will need to be at least £300k 
equity and a maximum 50% LTV. 

DIGITAL BANK. 
This lender is now lending again, with limited Adviser distribution.  We are  
included in that distribution and the lender has deals available up to 80% 
LTV. 

KENT RELIANCE.  BTL PROPERTY OWNERS GUIDE. 
The lender has produced a new Guide to act as a refresher to Advisers  
concerning tax changes and current tax rules.  It is well worth a read and it 
can be found on the Kent Reliance for Intermediaries website. 

TMW. NEW PORTFOLIO CALCULATOR. 
Before submitting a portfolio BTL application to TMW you now need to  
complete their new portfolio calculator.  It is a quick and simple calculator 
which will tell you if the case sits within their maximum lending rules. 

CSC LOANS.  2ND CHARGES. 
CSC Loans have successfully placed cases where the 1st charge lender 
agrees to a 2nd charge simultaneous top-up.  They can work to 6 x income.  
The key point is that the first mortgage lender agrees to consent on day one.  
Santander is the first charge lender in one of the applications and they have 
agreed to consent.

Please contact CSC Loans on 01273 414099 to discuss any 2nd charge  
applications. 

NATWEST.  BDM SUPPORT. 
Whilst Sarah recovers, Rachel has confirmed that we now have some further 
support from Paul Stewart, BDM, who is working with Rachel.  Paul can be 
contacted on 07971 180675 or paul.stewart@rbs.co.uk          

MORTGAGE CPD  
And like with protection, we require you to also record your mortgage  
learning and development.  Please therefore ensure that you remember to 
include on your CPD Log any lender learning, such as lender webinars, BDM 
conversations, and of course any industry updates – whether they be  
webinars, meetings, reading or even discussions with colleagues.M
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MORTGAGES – ADVISER LEAGUE TABLE FOR AUGUST.

Congratulations to Dan Fletcher for leading the way in August with an  
incredible 33 applications.  And a special well done to Jack Savory who has 
submitted 13 cases in his first month as a FPG Adviser!

Pos. Adviser Applications

1 Dan Fletcher 33

2 Rob Chart  26

3 Paul Gent  24
4 Phil Smith  15
5 Daniel Walsh  14
6 Jack Savory  13
 = Matt Stephens 13
 = Phil James  13
 = Scott Sutton  13
10 Eddie Rozario 12
 = Karen Looker  12
 = Paul Ripley  12
13 Carl Thorne  11
 = Carrie Millin  11
 = Trevor Farley  11
16 Paul Goodey  10
 = Peter Stickley 10

PROTECTION – ADVISER LEAGUE TABLE FOR AUGUST.

Well done to Rob Chart for topping the protection and B&C league table 
last month.  And a special well done to Sophie James for making the league 
table for the first time.

Pos. Adviser Applications

1 Rob Chart  23

2 Jane Hutchinson 15

3 Paul Gent  13
4 Scott Sutton  11
 = Giulia Riccato 11
6 Trevor Farley  6
 = Sophie James 6
8 Paul Ripley  5
 = Carrie Millin  5
 = Colin Mackay  5 

And well done to everyone who has featured in these two league tables for 
the month of August.

And as a reminder, please do ensure that you get your cases loaded on to 
The Key as soon as possible – thank you.PE
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WELCOME.  
We’d like to offer a very warm welcome to the following 5 Advisers who have 
recently joined us:

Jack Savory.  Mortgage & Protection Adviser based in Sussex and Jack will 
be frequenting the office on a regular basis.

Emma Langford.  Emma will be working with Jack as a Mortgage &  
Protection Adviser.

Torie Worthington.  Torie has joined Matt Stephens’ Mortgage Heroes team.

Richard Saunders.  Mortgage & Protection Adviser based in Kent.

Lawrence Beaumont.  Lawrence has started with Elysian Finance and he 
joins their team of Mortgage Advisers.

We wish these new Advisers our very best wishes in their new careers with us.

 
FPG ZOOM SESSIONS.  
Here are some dates for your September diary.

Monday 7th at 4pm.  Pete Burgess “Risk Overview”

Monday 14th at 4pm.  Ben Packham of Coventry on their Offset product and 
new Interest Only criteria

Wednesday 16th at 10am.  “New Opportunity”

Monday 21st at 4pm.  speaker tbc

Monday 28th at 4pm.  Bob Adams L&G about the new L&G IPB changes (30 
mins)   

CPD UPDATE.  
We are now 2/3rds of the way through the year, meaning you should by now 
have at least 10 hours of insurance CPD recorded on your log, plus a similar 
amount of CPD for mortgages.  If you are struggling with accumulating the 
required amount of CPD, please speak with your Sales Manager.  Also,  
having listened to your feedback on our current CPD recording system, we 
are now making changes which will mean that you can more easily see what 
CPD you have already recorded.  More details on this to follow in the coming 
few weeks.

L&G AND REASSURE LETTERS. 
A number of Advisers have received a letter in the post from Reassure  
concerning existing L&G policies.  This is just to clarify that this letter relates 
to your own personal L&G policies which have some element of investment, 
i.e. a savings plan or a pension.  L&G have basically sold off the ongoing  
administration of these policies to this other company, Reassure, and the 
letter invites you to set up an online account with Reassure so you can view 
your policy details, and claim any benefits, in the future.M
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FPG HEAD OFFICE – ACCESS AND USE OF THE PREMISES.

The office continues to be open to FPG staff and advisers but closed to 
everyone else. 

A reminder that whilst our office is now open to Advisers and Administrators, 
it is still prudent to work from home where possible so, in the main, most of 
us should be continuing to do this.  The office is starting to get a little busier 
now and so in the interests of keeping everyone safe you must inform Lynn 
if you intend to come in to the office.  There are no guarantees that there will 
be space for you in the office, hence the need to speak with Lynn first.

In terms of client visits, we recommend that you continue to do these  
remotely.  However, where you have a client who insists on seeing you, and 
you are happy to meet up, then we have provided some guidance to help 
keep you safe.  Please familiarise yourself with this guidance (Compliance 
News 09/20) and please keep abreast of Government advice on social  
distancing.     

CPD.

As with previous months, please can you now electronically sign this  
document to confirm that you have read and understood these important 
messages – thank you.  

This “Monthly CPD” document can be downloaded and saved to your  
computer by accessing the separate email which you have been sent.  You 
can then record any learning using our CPD Register on the Knowledge Hub 
website.

The Finance Planning Management Team.
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